HARNESS KNOWLEDGE
& EMPOWER TEAMS
Key Benefits
• Increase search utilization –
Build connections across people,
systems, and content to receive
highly relevant and accurate search
results right at your fingertips
• Deliver highly relevant search
experiences – Discover the best

Teams excel when they have easy access to the right information, in context, when
they need it. iManage Insight makes it simple to connect and surface information to
leverage best practices, locate experts, and highlight the latest legal practice
unlocking your team to bring the best of the firm to every interaction.

Key Features
Insight enables users to go beyond simple full text searching to discover new content,
identify similar matters or motions, highlight relevant content, and provide updated

knowledge and content no matter

intelligence while respecting security and privileged access that is so important to

where it’s stored, and reuse best

the industry. With Insight as the foundation for knowledge sharing and re-use across

practices all with a single search

the enterprise, teams advance their own knowledge to provide higher-quality

• Leverage collective knowledge
– Mine best practices, leverage

responses, leverage expertise in every answer, and make informed decisions that
ultimately provide high-quality service.

expertise, and easily find legal
content with intelligent access to
your firm’s latest thinking and
market insight
• Make faster, higher-quality
decisions – A single highly relevant
& accurate search that discovers
the best knowledge and content no
matter where it’s stored
• Effortlessly Respect Security –
No matter how complex your
privacy and security requirements,
our solution scales and supports
knowledge sharing even in the
most restricted need-to-know
environments
• Improve ongoing performance –
Retain data to enhance a clause

Modern Search and Find

library, corporate templates, and best

Preconfigured search experiences support full-text search queries and natural

practices in order to capitalize on

linguistic search against document text with the ability to easily switch context

learnings and reduce re-work

across matters, experts, and other best practices as users search and explore.
‘More Like This’ functionality, real-time predictive text, and the ability to join
queries together makes it easy to find exactly what users need to get answers –
not just search results.

iManage Platform
The iManage platform delivers an
optimal user experience on a modern
architecture that makes it easy to
deploy and speeds adoption allowing
customers to realize value quickly.
The iManage APIs and library of
connectors enable integration with
3rd party sources seamlessly while
still respecting industry leading
security and governance.

Personalized search
Search recognizes information about the user, such as practice area or active
matters, and prioritizes search results most likely to be of interest. Customizable
ranking algorithm and relevance tuning allow users to weigh results and puts the
power in the hands of the users to focus on the task at hand to quickly get answers
and spend less time searching.

Knowledge Search
Classification and auto-profiling uses machine-learning algorithms, data
relationships, and social interactions to build connections and surface information
to identify expertise and other relationships in the Knowledge Graph. This is
powerful as it fuels knowledge search which allows users to find content they never
thought to look for and exposes insights that are less meaningful in isolation.

Extensible Connector Framework
Create a single entry point into an organization’s valuable information, analytical
data, and other knowledge where the work happens by building connections to
index and organize the data into a single search and knowledge experience. Search
across multiple Work libraries in one tab and connect to leading legal technology
solutions such as Foundation or Practical Law to enrich content with metadata,
and push data downstream for further review and analysis.

I don’t think knowledge search
is about solving specific problems,
it’s more about enabling discovery
of the facts.
Jamie Pilgrim
Senior Knowledge
Systems Manager,
Linklaters

State-of-the-art faceting
Knowledge search allows users to narrow down search results by applying multiple
filters based on classification of the items making it easy to refine search results.
With the granular filtering capabilities users are better equipped to tune the results,
using tooltips and the smarter ‘apply’ button, for faster, more contextually accurate
search results.

Advanced Previewing
Designed with the workflow in mind, advanced previewing with heatmaps makes
it easy to preview, interact, and view insights, contextual metadata and content
related to search results before you open them making it easy to explore and
discover new material or insights efficiently.
About iManage™
TM
iManage is the company dedicated to Making Knowledge Work
. Its intelligent, cloud-enabled, secure knowledge work platform enables
organizations to uncover and activate the knowledge that exists inside their business content and communications. Advanced Artificial
Intelligence and powerful document and email management create connections across data, systems, and people while leveraging
the context of organizational content to fuel deep insights, informed business decisions, and collaboration. Underpinned by best of
breed security, sophisticated workflows and governance approaches, iManage has earned its place as the industry standard through
continually innovating to solve the most complex professional challenges and enabling better business outcomes for over one million
professionals across 65+ countries. Visit www.imanage.com to learn more.

Learn more about how iManage Knowledge Work Platform can help you, contact:
www.Cornerstone.IT
Jim.Moreo@Cornerstone.IT
646-530-8920
Blog: imanage.com/blog
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